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To:
GRAHA MANTRA S
WITH MP3:
A04 Predictions for next 5 years: Special
Sir, you said," Please provide 5 yrs detailed predictions. Few
specific questions are:- 1. Currently I'm in California and trying to Curtain raiser
move to Dallas or other places; When and how will it happen? Will
it happen in same company? 2. When will I purchase a house"
YEARLY FORECAST
Mantra s for Sun (Ravi)
Since the system produces the
charts based on rounded off Mantra s for Moon
MONTHLY
ayanamsha, suitable amendment (Chandra)
FORECAST
has been made with refined
YOUR
chitrapaksha
ayanamsha
to Mantra s for Mars
PERSONALITY:
achieve greater accuracy in (Kuja)
predictions. As such, the chart
Astrologer cornered!
used here may differ from any Mantra s for Mercury
other man or machine made (Budha)
charts particularly in position of
Moon sign & your
planets and the starting/ending Mantra s for Jupiter
personality
dates of the dasas/bhuktis. As I (Guru)
YOGABHYASA:
do not subscribe to so called KP
Mantra s for Venus
ayanamsha, the sub lords of the
(Sukra)
Yoga postures
cusps are worked out using the
(Asana s)
refined ayanamsha. The native is born in meena rasi, the star Mantra s for Saturn
being Uttarabhadra 4th pada. The lagna rising at the time of birth is (Sani)
Breathing
mesha. In this chart ravi and guru are eclipsed by the closeness to
(Pranayama)
nodal axis of rahu-ketu. Kuja is posited in own sign. Guru and Mantra s for Rahu
sukra are retrograde. Sani is debilitated and cancelled due to (North Node)
Meditation (Dhyana) presence of ravi the planet exalted therein in kendra from
chandra. Lagna happens to be a mild kendra. As such, it can not Mantra s for Ketu
Management of
be said that effects of debilitation have been completely (South Node)
diabetes
eliminated, but it is under check. In the bhava chakra budha is
posited in the 12th house while the remaining plants occupy the Purusha Sukta:
ABOUT ME:
same positions with reference to lagna as in the rasi chart.
Significance of
My profile
Before we venture into the predictions for next five years, let us try Purusha Sukta
to understand the salient features of the chart. The native is
My Album
moody, romantic and also considerate
Script & mp3
towards others. He likes liquid food and
My videos
has polite manners and good quality of
Other mantra s
speech. His digestive power is very low,
Public Library
ASTROLOGY,
indeed. He has much strength for
RELIGION, CULTURE
physical
work
and
he
does
not
tolerate
PRODUCTS &
& INDOLOGY :
delays. Whatever comes to his mind, he
SERVICES:
does it immediately. There is good
amount of richness in the chart, but he becomes rich slowly as What do the scriptures
Consultation:
sani in lagna causes delay in all aspects of his life. No charisma say?
and also he is very shy to exhibit his talents. He has delicate
Service details
health and tension is his enemy though he has good immune Is astrology
system. He is not hated by anybody at all, he plays the role of sanctioned in
Samples
advisor to many but advice to him at the time of need is hard to scriptures?
Yantra s
come by. All the planets are concentrated in lagna, 6th, 8th and
12th houses. Due to this, his life does not have many facets and Do remedial measures
Gem stones
life will be boring many times. Sukra and sani are having rapt work?
conjunction and so the richness does not come easily, he has to
Shanti kriya
struggle a lot. Sani in lagna without digbala and neecha reduces Idolatry
the longevity but the presence of 8th lord in his own sign and
Other Payment
house gives good longevity to the native. For chara lagna borns Worship of non-living
options
11th happens to be be the badaka planet (trouble causing planet). planets
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The purpose of his life is to rear pets (do social service like Reincarnation &
teaching yoga, trekking, math, chemistry etc.,), get good popularity salvation
Why do people
and make good amount of properties.
believe?
Ancient India
Now the native is having the dasa of sukra from 19-02-1994 to 19Can death be
02-2014, for twenty years. This dasa gives good amount of wealth Transit effects of
predicted?
and properties. Wind fall can not be expected as all of the planets Saturn (Sani)
are either in 6th, 8th or 12th form the dasa lord. Sukra dasa gives a
Hindu & Western
good job, wealth, marriage, birth of children etc., The dasa of Transit effects of
astrology
sukra is not trouble free. The bhuktis kuja (19-02-2000 to 20-04- Jupiter (Guru)
2001), guru (20-04-2004 to 20-12-2006), ketu (19-12-2012 to 19-02Is astrology a
2014) are the worst periods of this dasa. The remaining bhuktis Outer planets and
science?
work normally. In other words, sukra gives this things required vedic astrologers
like marriage, job, some investment, some properties etc., Yet,
Mundane astrology there will be hurdles, worries and adverse effects in regard to What is by birth star?
properties and wealth.
Only one Mahatma
Does astrologer
Sukra dasa -Shani bhukti 20-12-2006 to 19-02-2010: Sani is Gandhi
know his future?
neecha in this chart and without digbala. He is with the dasa lord.
The native will have some properties with greatest delay. Slow End of the world...
What do skeptics
growth in the profession is noticed. The debilitation of sani is not
say?
fully cancelled as ravi in Chandra rasi is not much powerful. Even Astrology —Tutorial
then, the evil nature of sani is under check. Sani is the 10th and
Case of twins
11th lord in this chart. Due to this, the profession and wealth of Sanskrita
the native will have some progress. According to Uttara Kalamrita, Subhashitani
Why the chart is
the bhukti of sani in sukra dasa is the period when the resources
made for birth time?
dry up. There will be good investments and the native will be Feed back
willing to forego some comforts so as to purchase some thing.
This can not be called poverty as the native enjoys his struggles to Classifieds
Ever increasing
save more coins. The relationship with brothers/sisters is strained
scientific temper
during this bhukti. There will also be strained relationship with Credentials
wife. If sani were to be in the 7th, it would have caused havoc in
Are astrologers
Free downloads
his married life. So, digbala raahitya of sani helps in giving good
assets to society?
marital bliss. Due to his direct aspect on the 7th house, the native Wallpapers
Astrology, palmistry will have to live without wife as she may leave him due to external
reasons like ill health of self, parents or birth of a child. This Archives
and numerology
separation is not caused due to any marital discord. Sani gives
stability in the profession. Slow promotion and also getting stuck Order form
Gift of speech
up with the same employer are the results. Anything that happens
What is birth time? during this sani bhukti will be slow and the favourable results are
felt only towards the end of the bhukti. Sani does not own any
cuspal mid points. In chara lagnas the 11th lord sani becomes the
badaka and this means there will not be any trouble free periods.
He has to brace himself for the difficulties to come. Yet, sani does
not impose any sufferings for nothing. When he acquires, he will
realise sani bhukti has done good things to him. Sani is the star
lord over ravi, chandra kuja and rahu. That means he is the star
lord of the cusp of lagna. This gives the native sound sleep,
foreign residence and also minor health problems to the mother of
the native. He will have good health but on one or two occasions
he will be confined to bed for a brief period due to fear, stomach
and such water related diseases. In most of the divisional chart,
sani is posited in the same sign, mesha. In dasamsha chart, sani is
neecha in the 12th who is yoga karaka. Here also, the debilitation
is not cancelled. As such, the native will have heavy work,
disappointments. Any attempt to change the job (with another
employer) will not be successful. Sani indicates boredom, slow
growth and also a strict and hard to please higher officer. The
relationship with parents is so-so only.
There will not be any change of job during this bhukti nor transfer.
The native continues to stay in the same place. Regarding
properties the native must have already purchased some property
for enjoyment (not for letting it out or make some profit on that)
during chandra bhukti (20-06-1998 to 19-02-2000). If he has not
purchased a house during the chandra bhukti, he could have
purchased some vehicles, ornaments etc, That means chandra
bhukti is not decisive in given domestic properties. As the 11th
lord is sani, the acquisition of properties (land, plots, flats etc,) will
be delayed inordinately. Due to this reason, the present sani bhukti
promises properties. Whenever sani bhukti is going on the effects
will towards the end of the bhukti.
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During this bhukti Sani transits in simha which is a favourable
transit. This will help the native to clear the loans and also he will
be given sufficient opportunities to reconsolidate earlier loans. It
is also a good time to avail loans for long term investments like
housing loans. Sani enters kanya on 11.09.2009 which is saptama
sani. This makes the native prone to wounds and injuries. A bit of
caution is needed. The relationship with wife will not be up to the
mark. There is a possibility of being away from wife due to
professional and other external causes. Rahu transits in makara
and ketu in kataka. This transit makes the native prone to
deception and losses. There will also be some minor
disappointments in many walks of life. Extreme caution is required
in property dealings. As the natal chart does not indicate any
grave event of deception and losses, the transit results are
restricted. No shanti is required but patience and caution are
required in property dealings. Rahu enters dhanus on 03.11.2009
and ketu in mithuna which is across the 10th and 4th signs from
chandra rasi. This causes professional dissatisfaction and some
worries related to mother and properties. During this bhuktu guru
transits in dhanus, makara and kumbha rasis. The transit in
dhanur rasi (till 10.12.2008) is very beneficial as it gives
contentment and also increased status in society. But guru's
transits in makara (11.12.2008 to 02.02.2009 and from 31.07.2009 to
20.12.2009) is against any investments and also it produces loss of
moral courage the religious attitude. The transit of guru in
kumbha (03.05.2009 to 30.07.2009 and from 21.12.2009 till the end
of bhukti) is the period suitable for investments. There will be
satisfaction and sufficient relaxation in life. He will also become
interested in religious trips.

Sukra dasa - Budha bhukti 19-02-2010 to 19-12-2012: This bhukti
is a period of loans. This shows taking easy and huge loans and
also clearing easily. As budha aspects his own 6th house, the
native will make good advantage of such facilities. There will also
be some minor health problems related to middle stomach and
skin. There will not be much pleasurable trips, luxury things in life
as budha is in 12/2 relationship with the dasa lord. As seen from
kshetra (rasi chakra), there is exact aspect of kuja on the bhukti
lord. This implies that the native will be in good stead when
tackling loans, service problems and diseases. The previous sani
bhukti was not much keen on changing job, as he is slow planet.
Just because he is in chara rasi, with greatest reluctance, he
would allow the native to change the work place. But budha bhukti
indicates sure change of job. Budha is the 2nd, 3rd and 8th sub
lord posited in the 12th house. There will be remarkable increase
in monthly income and also heavy investments (much of income
will go to commitments). Yet, the native does not suffer much
shortage of funds unlike previous sani bhukti as the income is
also good during this bhukti of budha. There will also be selling of
some old properties (like ancestral properties), realisation of
insurance or such accumulated dues that will be put straight away
in the new investments. There will be good lot of expenditure due
to friends and brothers / sisters. The native is always afraid (at
times with reason, he wants to avoid being deceived or taken for a
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ride) and at times he simply over reacts to the situations.
Dreshkana chart has budha in own sign and house in the 3rd. This
shows that the relationship with friends and brothers / sisters is
good. Budha in the 5th in chaturtamsha chart being the 6th and
3rd lord shows that the native will purchase some properties and
also at the same time incur loans. There is good progress in
regard to children during this time. The native's wife brings good
prestige to him. That is she will be root cause for the increased
respect. Budha being in the 3rd indicates change of job.
Relationship with parents is good and there will be some worries
related to mother.
At the start of the bhukti, Sani is in kanya and due to retrogression
he transits in kanya 15.05.2012 to 25.06.2012. The results of
saptama sani are already described. Since budha is the 6th and
3rd lord as well as 2nd and 8th sub lord, the possibility of
accidents, wounds and injuries have increased in this bhukti. It is
advisable to recite sani kavacha and do shanti for sani. Sani enters
tula from 17.11.2011 to 14.05.2012 and from 06.08.2012 till the end
of the bhukti. Though it is the 8th sign transit (astama sani), the
native does not have to suffer much problems. There will be
change of job (it is not transfer within the company, this time) and
the new job will be more challenging and full of neck-breaking
hard work and tension. As he is not much known in the new
company, he has no good-will account here and he is humbled but
not humiliated. Leaving the present job would not be a good
experience. Either he is troubled by himself (to decide to shift the
job, is difficult one) or the employer will trouble the native at the
time of quitting the job. Change of job will be far more good to the
native, though the process of changing job is bitter. Rahu in
dhanus and ketu in mithuna till 02.05.2011. As already described,
the professional front is full of job dissatisfaction, no matter
whether it is the present job or the one he changes into. There will
also be acquisition of new skills. 03.05.2011 onwards rahu in
vrischika and ketu in vrishabha. This causes misunderstandings
with the father of the native and also some element of financial
worries (tendency for mental worries regarding finance, without
any physical reasons!). The native does not take to any remedial
measures, recitation etc., as he has anti-religious feelings running
high. So, he should force the religion on himself to be saved. No
matter whether he likes it or not, whether his logical brain allows
him to recite the mantras, whether such mantras have any effect
('as per recent studies 85% priests said negative!' ' my relative
passed away on the day Mahamrutyunjana japa was concluded on
his name!'), whether it is just waste of time  simply he should get
on with recitation, I implore. Just for somebody's sake, just for
fun's sake or for any other small reasons, he should conduct
shanti and recitation.
During this bhukti Guru transits in kumbha to vrishabha i.e. Guru
in kumbha helps the native to relax and to invest in properties.
But guru in meena from 03.05.2010 to 08.05.2011 in own sign
helps the native by giving good health and conjugal happiness.
During this period, he is well protected from adverse things like
shortage of funds, ill health or accidents. From Meena he aspects
his natal position and this helps the native to clear the loans easily
and also to take further loans for developmental purposes. Guru
transits in mesha 09.05.2011 to 17.05.2012 which is the 2nd house
transit. This increases the monthly income and also give him a
mentality to recite mantras. He becomes more cultured and polite
during this transit. Guru in vrishabha 18.05.2012 till the end of the
bhukti gives good health, cure from diseases and increases his
charisma.
Sukra dasa - Ketu bhukti 19-12-2012 to 19-02-2014:Sukra dasa
comes to an end with this bhukti. What all the good influence
sukra had in relation to properties and all material developments
goes on diminishing day by day till the end of the bhukti. Ill health,
service problems (he tends to land up in official problems because
he helps others) and serve loan problems. Shanti for sukra and
ketu MUST be done during this period at least once in a year. Also,
he MUST recite the beeja mantras for sukra and ketu everyday, at
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least each 18 times a day. More than material problems the
problems are seen on mental level like tiredness due to official
strains and loan or health problems. The problems he would be
facing would not be understood by others and as such problems
are dismissed by other as the native is 'touchy'. No important
decisions should be taken in the last six months of the bhukti. At
least, without consulting his well wishers. Ketu is the sub lord over
4th, 6th, 10th and 12th houses. The native will be forced to avail
loans on his properties. The loans are easily available yet there
are some conditions which worry the native. Or it is that one Sikh,
Mexican, Red Indian or Lambadi (Gypsy) and such (strange)
looking people will cause some complications in obtaining the
loans. Similarly, the native should be careful of such doctors who
have strange patterns of mustache, head dress, ear rings, tattoos
on their faces. These people will further confuse or complicate the
diseases. The native is forced to do the job of his subordinates
also. For any venture, there is disinterest during this period.
Relationship with brothers/sisters and friends is good. Some of the
friends surprisingly turn out to be competitors but it does not
cause any worries or problems to the native. There will be frequent
repairs to the vehicles and domestic properties. There would be
much wastage while bring up the children. The native does not
enjoy the company of his children. The marital life is excellent and
she will be able to save and manage financial front successfully.
Like budha bhukti, during this period shifting of the work place
(not the employer/job) is seen. It is possible that the time spent in
commuting to work place increases. There would be some minor
misunderstanding between wife and the parents of the native. Both
of them are not at loggerheads but compete to draw native's
attention and love.
During this bhukti, Sani in tula causes astama sani dosha. When
such a transit goes on, the weakest points in the chart will start
operating. Sani is the 10th and 11th lord in lagna neecha position
(with out sufficient cancellation). He also happens to be badaka
(trouble causing planet). As such, during this period, struggles at
the professional front and also in property matters, wealth goes
on. It is not easy gains. Yet, sani is not a very bad planet and he
doe s not cause severe health problems, loans, liquidation,
poverty etc., No Shanti for sani is required as he gives
considerable amount concession. As the dasa/bhukti is not good
it is wise to recite beeja mantra for sani regularly 18 times a for
sani. Rahu in vrischika and ketu in vrishabha till 14.01.2013. This
causes anti religious feelings and minor misunderstandings with
father. However, the time can be best utilised to study some
intricacies in artificial languages (Esperanto, c and such machine
languages). From 15.01.2013 till the end of bhukti rahu in tula and
ketu in mesha. This is very adverse transit as rahu during this
period conjoins with sani. This transit has all the potency to cause
accidents, injuries, operations/incisions etc., These happen
suddenly in the middle stomach or on the face. Mostly, it will be
related to bones also like fracture of jaw bone or a back bone in
the waist region. Extreme caution is required and it is better to do
shanti for rahu immediately at the start of the transit. He should
recite the beeja mantra for rahu also. Guru stays neutral during the
entire bhukti and transit. guru in vrishabha gives moral courage, a
tendency to be happy, to seek changes/challenges or picnics in
life. He is bent upon being religious and has lot of moral courage.
He has good and dependable friends also. Monthly income is also
good during this transit. Guru in mithuna from 01.06.2013 till the
end of bhukti helps in settlement of any disputes, loans or
litigations regarding property matters. Mother's health shows
considerable improvement. He tends to be happy and a homely
person during this transit. In other words, there is no 'guru
bala' (support from guru) to overcome the problems created by
adverse transit of sani, rahu as well as the adverse bhukti of ketu.
So, this bhukti happens to be more of a suffering.
Summary: The present Shani bhukti (20-12-2006 to 19-02-2010) is
the period when the property matters flourish. These do not
happen automatically and take place towards the end of the
bhukti. There are side effects like fund crunch also. However,
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considering the coming bhuktis of sukra dasa and the next dasas
of ravi, chandra etc., this is the best period to purchase domestic
properties and lands. Let you not waste the ability in purchase of
vehicles, ornaments etc., but invest in immovable properties. Due
to delay, it is disheartening and the native should not give up the
idea of purchasing lands/buildings. It is also unwise to be more
rigid in purchases and in that case, the bhukti will go waste. Only
he should be careful that he is not deceived. He will not get more
suitable time to make purchase of immovable properties than the
present sani bhukti till 19.02.2010. During this bhukti, there is a
shift of job (nature of job, place of work, living) which reduces the
time spent with family members. Yet, this is not change of
company. Thee is no job shift during this bhukti. There will be
fund crunch due to investments. Loans are obtained easily.
Budha bhukti (19-02-2010 to 19-12-2012) shows change of
employer i.e. a new job. The shift will be to another big place
where the native will enjoy the life. Easy availability of loans is the
feature of this bhukti. He will have good monthly income. But there
also lurks danger of minor health problems and accidents. He
should be within his limits to avail the loans in view of coming
bhukti.
During Ketu bhukti (19-12-2012 to 19-02-2014) extreme caution is
needed against health problems, wounds and minor accidents. He
should not avail more loans, even if they are available at the Chai
Dukaan around the corner of the street. Even if the bankers agree
to provide loans in 24 minutes, easy documentation etc., he should
force himself to say a big NO. He is confused during this bhukti
and it is easy for others like Banks to take advantage of his
indecisiveness.
Shanti and recitation mentioned in each bhukti should be
performed. This chart does not have much strength, this is not an
impressive chart, though it is not a cursed horoscope. Whether he
likes it or not, remedial measures should be done to have a
smooth life. No planet in this chart is yogakaraka (a planet, angle
who helps the native). He should not wear any gem stones as all
these have some side effect also. Most suitable mantra to be
recited throughout his life is Mahamrutyujaya mantra. This mantra
is normally associated with untimely challenges on longevity. The
native should recite this mantra to achieve success, reduce the
evil effects caused by sani in lagna neecha and being badaka.
Just 5-10 recitations would be fine. It is better to fast on Monday
for Lord Ganesh. It would be a good idea to add some mantras of
Lord Ganesh also. This will give good health and reduce the
negative impact in the professional front and reduce loans.
HARIHI OM
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